INTRODUCTION
One of the most important and interesting problems in the theories of equilibrium problems and variational inequalities is to develop the methods which give efiicient and implementable algorithms for solving equilibrium problems and variational inequalities. These methods include projection method and its variant forms, linear approximation, descent and Newton's methods, and the method based on auxihary principle technique.
It is well known that the projection method and its variants can not be extended for mixed equiUbrium problems involving non-differentiable term. To overcome this drawback, one uses usually the auxiliary principle technique. This technique deals with finding a suitable auxiliary problem and prove that the solution of an auxiliary problem is the solution of original problem by using fixed-point approach. Glowinski, Lions and TremoUers [72] used this technique to study the existence of solutions of mixed variational inequaUties. Noor [115] [116] [117] 121] , Huang and Deng [74] , Chidume et al. [40] , Zeng et al. [142] , Kazmi [82] and Kazmi and Khan [91] extended this technique to suggest and analyze a nimiber of iterative methods for solving various classes of variational inequahties and equilibrium problems.
Motivated by recent work going in this direction, in this chapter, we extend auxihary principle technique to a generalized mixed equilibrium problem (for short, GMEP) in Hilbert space. We prove existence of the unique solution of an auxiliary problem related to GMEP, which enable us to construct an algorithm for finding the approximate solution of GMEP. Further we prove that the approximate solution is strongly convergent to the miique solution of GMEP. The algorithms and results of this chapter are new and different from the algorithms and results of Noor [121] . The resvilts presented here generaUze the techniques and results of [82, 115, 116] .
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows:
In Section 8.2, we consider GMEP in Hilbert space and discuss some of its special cases. In Section 8.3, we consider an auxiliary problem related to GMEP and give some concepts. Further, we establish an existence and uniqueness theorem for the auxiUary problem. Furthermore, using this theorem we construct an algorithm for GMEP. In Section 8.4, we discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm and existence of solution of GMEP.
PRELIMINARIES
Let if be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are denoted by (.,.) and ||.||, respectively, and let K be nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Given the single-valued mappings T,S : H -> H, N,n : H x H -^ H and a bifunction / : if x H -)• R such that f{x,x) = 0 Vx G if, then we consider the generalized mixed equilibriuni problem (GMEP) of finding x £ K such that 
AUXILIARY PROBLEM AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
First related to GMEP (8.2.1), we consider the auxiUary problem and then estabhsh an existence theorem for the auxihary problem:
where p > 0 is a constant and A: K -> H is not necessarily a finear mapping.
We observe that if z = x, clearly z is a solution of GMEP (8.2.1). Now, we define the following concepts: 
for given x e K. Then AP (8.3.1) has a solution. Moreover, in addition, if A is T-strongly r/-monotone then the solution is imique.
Proof. Define the set-valued mappings P,Q : K -^2^^ as (8.3.3) and
We claim that P is a KKM-mapping. Indeed, let {zi, 22, •••, Zm} be a finite subset m of K and let Aj > 0, 1 < i < m with ^^ Aj = 1. Suppose that z = '^ XiZi ^ (J F(zj).
Since / and b is convex in the second argument and 77 is afiine in the first argument, using above inequaUty we have
which is absurd. Thus 2: G {} P{zi). Since z was an arbitrary element of Cofzi, 22"-j-Zm}, 
+pX{b{x,y)-b{x,z))]
Dividing by A, we have
pXf{yx,y) + il-X){Ayx-Ax+pN{Tx,Sx),r){y,z)) + {l-X)pmx,y)-b{x,z)]>0.
Since / and A are simultaneous hemicontinuous, then letting A -> 0"*", we have pf{z,y) + {Az -Ax + pN{Tx,Sx),r]{y,z)) + p[(6(x,y) -6(x,z)\ > 0, Vy G K.
Therefore z G /(T is a solution of AP (8.3.1).
Uniqueness of solution Let Zi and Z2 be two solutions of AP (8.3.1). Then, for all y G i^,
Pf{zi,y) + {Azi -Ax + pNiTx,Sx),r]{y,Zx)) + p[(6(x,y) -b{x,zj] > 0, (8.3.9)

Pf{z2,y) + {Az2-Ax + pN{Tx,Sx),r]{y,Z2)) + p[{b{x,y) -b{x,Z2)] > 0. (8.3.10)
Taking y = Z2 in (8.3.9), y = Zi in (8.3.10) and adding these inequahties, we have
since T]{X, y) + 77(2/, x) = 0 for all x, y G K.
Since / is monotone and A is r-strongly 77-monotone, then it follows from preceding inequahty that r||zi-Z2|p<0.
Since r > 0, we have zi = Z2. This completes the proof.
ALGORITHMS AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Based on Theorem 8.3.1, we construct an algorithm for GMEP (8.2.1). Further, we prove the existence of solutions for GMEP (8.2.1) and discuss the convergence criteria for the sequence generated by our algorithm.
For given XQ G K, we know from Theorem 8.3.1 that the AP (8.3.1) has a solution, say, xi € K, that is,
pf{xuy)+{Axi-AxQ+pN{TxQ,Sxo),r){y,xi))+p[{b{xo,y)-b{xo,xi)]
> 0, Vy e K.
By Theorem 8.3.1, again, for X2 G K, AP (8.3.1) has a solution X2, that is,
pf{x2,y)+{Ax2-AXi+pN{Txi,Sxi),T]{y,X2))+p[{b{xi,y)-b{xi,X2)]
> 0, Vy € K.
Hence by induction, we have: 
Then the sequence {i"} generated by Algorithm 8.4.1 converges strongly to x e K, where x is the unique solution of GMEP (8.2.1).
Proof. For any y 6 K, it follows from Algorithm 8.4.1 that (8.4.6) Adding (8.4.5) and (8.4.6), we have
, 77(x"+i, X")) +/9[(fe(x"_i,x"+i) -6(x",x"+i) + (6(x",x") -6(x"_i,x")].
Since / is a-strongly monotone, A is r-strongly 77-monotone and h is lineax in the first argument, preceding inequality becomes < [||Ac" -Axn-\ -77(x",a;"_i)|| +l|T?(xn,a;n-i) -p[iV(Txn, 5x") -iV(Txn_i, 5x"_i)||]||r/(z"+i,x")|| +p[(6(Xn -Xn-1, X") -6(X" -X"_i, X"+i)].
Using properties (ii) and (iii) of h and 5-Lipschitz continuity of 7?, we have
Since N is e-strongly mixed 77-monotone with respect to T and S, and {fiu^)-Lipschitz continuous, and T and 5" are t-Lipschitz continuous and s-Lipschitz continuous, respectively, we estimate
+p2||Ar(Txn, 5x") -iV(Tx"_i, 5x"_i)||2
< 5^Xn -X"_i||2 -2pe\\Xn -Xn-llP +p2||iv (Txn, ||iV ( We remark that the technique presented in this chapter can be applied for the mixed equiUbrium problems involving set-valued mappings. Such problem will be the generaUzation of problems considered by [40, 74, 117, 142] .
